A SURVEY
Black Women are the most powerful. “Black Men stepping up!"
(When seen from 36000 feet.)
32And

ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.

In Dallas County, many black women,

who have to have had Jesus in their heart, have lived and endued through the sixties
and seventies, remained married, been promoted in her work & reared great children,
some going to college on their own merits. She was supported by family and/or
scholarships and grants. They have made the best of the American way. Two parent
families were the norm (others had to conform), they pushed their children to strive for
more in life and believed Jesus was their strength. With the wind of the Holy Spirit at
their back, they believed all things were possible for them and their children to achieve.
Their hopes and dreams were not dashed by the ghetto, poverty, discrimination, or any
other machination of the Devil. Yet, generations later, the black woman’s family has
transitioned into believing the government is their “hope”, and the Democrat Party is
their covenant-leader to whom they are subservient to its devices.
Black women have been the bread and butter of the black family since the war on
poverty programs of the Johnson administration as his policies unintentionally
separated men out of the families.

Black women put their allegiances in the

government which in their opinion was more consistent with supporting their families.
While black men were being ostracized from their families, they, for peace and altered
prosperity, allowed the black families to be headless as men should have been leaders
in their homes. Black women admirably moved into the void and have done a great job
in trying to lead their families and be mothers and fathers in the home. However, their
girls have taken on the model of strong black women with all the characteristics of their
mothers. The lack of fathers has feminized black boys into taking the easy road and not
utilizing their strengths in adventure, innovation, exploration, and consistency.
Black women have gravitated to the Democratic policies because their ancestors moved
in that direction as a result of the Johnson’s War-On-Poverty Program, Fair Housing,
Civil Rights, Affirmative Action Programs and other welfare initiatives meant as
“REPARATION” to the Black community. All these programs provided support to the
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Black Families and more benefits were available if the black man was separated out of
the family.

Black women started voting Democratic and began to choose the

government over reconciling their marriages or even getting married because women
were being subsidized by the government (welfare). They were receiving preferential
treatment in the workplace and upward mobility was in vogue. Black women began
having more income than their black partners which further exacerbated her
independence and control in the family. The black Christian Church was at the same
time (Dr. James Cone) beginning to usurp Jesus’ teaching in favor of a black theology
and hence “Black Christianity” dominated many communities and justified the lifestyles
which many households have gravitated toward. So there was really no push back and
Black women were enjoying all this new found power, privilege and control. This same
perceived authority has blinded the Black Women’s CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS.
The Eve Phenomenon begins to surface. An analogy of this arrangement is a ‘hood”
comparison: the same as a pimp will have 5 or more black women in a harem where
they are prostitutes for his benefit. The women are selling their bodies at the pimp’s call
and then return the money they make back to the pimp for him to have the discretion of
taking care of them. He feeds them, provides for their medical care as he seems
appropriate, clothes them for their purpose, and may celebrate their birthday, but other
than that he’s doing the same thing for the other women in his harem. The woman’s
family members will appeal to this abused woman to leave this man. And her answer is,
“but he said he loves me!” Even after reminding her of the 4 other members in the
harem, she thinks she is making the best decision for her future. Likewise, the black
woman votes for the Democrats without question, it does not matter that they have not
done anything for her in the last 25 years. Never mind, they are enslaved to a cause
that is not supportive of her individual/familial needs at this point in time. Like the pimp
scenario, the Democrats say they “love” each group, and say out of earshot of the other
that you are more important than any other. The pimp has five women and he says he
loves each one more than the other. The Democrats have black women, black men,
white women, Hispanics, Latinx, lesbian, gays, bi-sexuals, immigrants, criminals,
college student, illegal aliens, unemployed, workers, Covid vaccinated, and the list
keeps growing (all but men and babies). So the Democrats have many mistresses that
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they try to keep separated from each other and promise each whatever they desire with
little effort to satisfy neither. Yet black women are easiest to deceive because they
have excommunicated their covenant-leader from their lives and have no other support
than their pimp – “Democratic Party” – to undergird her and her family. Black women
are in lock-step and cannot be separated from this devilish deceiver; it is now in their
DNA.
Another example of how easy it is to deceive and manipulate the Black Women by
Democrats is the latest proposal about the right to vote without an ID. Not one black
woman in America goes without an ID. If they work, they have an ID. , got a Covid shot,
they have an ID. , if their parents are seniors and get Social Security, they have an ID.,
there is no situation where a black woman or her family members don’t have ID. The
Democrat tosses this to the black community for they know they will bite on anything
that the Democrats suggest. So a red herring is often used because black women have
sacrificed their critical thinking skills on the altar of affluence. Note: a judge just ruled
that Georgia’s new voters’ law is too restrictive for “blacks” due to their socio-economic
disadvantages. This is code for, blacks are more stupid. I have no argument with the
judge.
One may ask why these systems are condoned in the Black community. Well, let me
shine more light on the plight of the black community. Because of slavery, black people
cannot let this matter go. (They are not like Jews.) It justifies our existence and why we
can remain at a subsistent level and provides an excuse not to exceed beyond our
station in life. But Blacks have many who are elite and who have excelled in life and
why are they not in leadership in the community? Again, unfortunately, we are ruled by
a Kakistocracy. In some way, black people, no matter how elite and regardless of level
of achievement, generally, will capitulate to the lowest class of people in sympathy to
remain united – “Black Power.” This explains why a Doctor or Athletes who makes
plenty of money will be seen sagging in the hood as a show of solidarity with the poor.
And sagging comes from those who were in penal institutions and we model their
behavior, not the behavior of upward mobile black overcomers. As well, Kleptocracy is
condoned and we will not rid ourselves of corrupt leadership, because we justify it as a
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part of reparation and the sacrifice for the cause of slavery, and a strike against the
white man. Moreover, we will cause injury upon ourselves, in solidarity because we
want to be in opposition to the majority race. That’s why crime is high in the “hood”, we
acquiesce to this environment and blame the white man even though he is not within
twenty miles of a crime.
Black women and men allow the Democrats/Biden to define their blackness. A
generally conservative people, blacks have dump their Christian Belief and consented
to allowing Democratic policy to trump what the Bible says about abortion, homosexual,
high taxes, liberty/freedom, etc. Additionally, it is black women that are pushing
the REPARATIONS issue because again of slavery and its repercussion, fallout, and
derivative affects have made black women more sympathetic to this idea even thought
they have been the chief benefactors of affirmative action. Just like the Rainbow
Coalition of old under Rev. Jesse Jackson, the Black Lives Matter organization is just a
front to rip off black people, white people, philanthropist, businesses, and other wellmeaning group. They, even more than Jesse, have and are squandering the millions of
dollars contributed which has only landed in the personal laps of less than 10 of the
leaders associated with the group. But we still hear crickets from black women who are
in leadership roles all across the nation. Don’t listen to what they say in the hallways,
watch how they vote at the polls. You can’t expect black preachers to address it
because it’s the high profile preachers that lend their unscrupulous support (BLM).
Because of the harsh treatments they had to endure (i.e. losing family, rapes, lynchings,
Jim Crow), they even believe God owes them and thereby they can disregard what God
says about abortion, homosexuality, hard work, high taxes, etc. These are matters
which (the white) God could have prevented and did not. Their preachers refuse to
highlight what God said about the matter as well as a Christian’s duty to forgive and the
latent consequences of the results of not adhering to His Word. Race forgiveness is not
a black church thing. They are told by their preachers that “womb to tomb” legislation
cancels out what God says, and this belief permeates the black church. In other words,
the influential humanitarian efforts of (s)atan discount what God says. Hence, black
women gravitate to and hold on to these Black Christian, Black Liberation, or otherwise
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Liberation Theologies ideas. The resulting attitude has fertilized this already selfrighteous way that God owes them, thus the further demise of the black community and
the destruction within.

Because blacks are more distrustful of each other, the

communities are not able to develop an economic base as other races who have been
here a shorter period of time.
Abortions are so high in the “hood” because so-called “black” Christian women are the
first to counsel other black women on an unplanned pregnancy.

With Abortions

approaching 40% of black women, their consequences have festered in unforeseen
ways: more abortions, mental illness, sterilization, less marriages, breast cancer, PTSD
and even more children out of wedlock. Black women without Critical Thinking Skills
(CTS) do not see abortion, as baby killing. They think you can change the name
to reproductive rights or Women’s Rights and that will cancel what God prohibits.
Black women are still blaming Trump for anything negative that they perceive is
happening to them even in March 2022 (i.e., gas prices, racism, alleged voter
depression, racism, inflation, shrink-flation), and you will see them vote against their
own interest in the upcoming elections. And to keep their donations, the preachers
echo these sentiments on Sunday with minimal condemnation. These same preachers
as in the ancient days are agents of the government. If you ask some who to vote for,
they change the subject. No Joshua’s are in the house, so as not to offend anyone.
When the government said close the church and no more worship, what did they do?
When every socio-demographic (i.e., white, Hispanics, Asians, men, women)
assessment of Biden/democrat’s performance had been judged below par, yet he gets
his greatest support from Black women at over 90% approval. This assessment has to
be made on support/votes in the general election not surveys that can be construed
from prejudicial results. Don’t judge them by what they say in the hallway, but by the
persuasion they demonstrate in the poll booth.

The good work that black women do in their families, do not provide for the ongoing
sincere honest and safe fatherly touch and admonishment, protection and admiration
that girls need to judge true affection. Nor does her effort substitute for a father’s
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direction, discipline, correction, and respect. Without their fathers, boys will love his
mother but respect the brothers on the block.
Black women do not only support abortion but has sacrificed their own children on the
steps of public schools which have devolved into holding tanks and they have not
demanded the Districts and Unions to be more responsible to their children’s education.
Black women with no fathers easily turn their children over to the government and allow
for most all deviant behavior to be taught to their 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 years olds without
parental consent.

It’s okay if teachers proactively talk about genitals and sexual

experimentation in the classroom.

She may deny it during the lunch break with her

white friends, but look the other way and hope for the best after she cast her vote.
If the teachers say CRT will make their child a neurological scientist, a major engineer in
EV construction, or have their children competent in college prep by soft bigoted efforts
of low expectations, and eliminating SAT, Honor Rolls, Gifted and Talent Programs, and
just getting rid of all test scores, then the black women will not only vote for most Dems,
but also for a bond package to give the teachers more protections. Why would Black
women be against school choice, even if not for your child but maybe for the other
family? Is it the Crab Mentality? Prefer all are dumb without identifying “my” child.
Blacks want to keep looking back in the Rearview mirror, which precludes our children
from aspiring to greater heights in the future. You can’t do both. CRT, 1619 Project,
and other distractions in early education, are distractions that keep our children dumb
and not striving toward and achieving in science and math; becoming inventors and
problem solvers. Blacks are daily focused on the “white man” and looking back
(history-slavery); the white man is focused on looking forward and the future
(entrepreneurialism). We are not on his mind. Blacks egocentric effort produce AfroCentric History teachers, whites produce Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook), blacks get Black
Lives Matter, whites get Jeff Bezos (Amazon), Blacks get Vice President Kamala Harris,
whites get Elon Musk (inventor Tesla, Space X).

Children’s early adventurous years

will be stunted and zapped by the Rear-view mirror agenda that fosters financial
stagnation and low expectations in the communities. That coupled with women saying
“be careful” (while no men were saying “jump”), keeps the black community stagnant
without achievements. Example: the Hair industry that black women use to own has
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been usurped by Orientals while our black women have been focused on slavery’s
aftermath. We have to go to them for our Cosmetological grooming, because the Dems
distracted us and we lost our focus on the American Way. [Anyway, CRT, 1619 is not
the genesis of American slavery, it began when Africans started slavery and with their
prisoners of war. The kings sold/traded/bartered their surplus slaves to whoever had
the means to acquire. Kunta Kinte in “Roots” was a LIE, 10-15 white men on a big ship
did not go to Africa and capture 200-300 Africans or take over any nations. Slaves and
prisoners were provided and sold by the kings. A white man never went more than 10
feet from the shore of Africa. Our ancestors were “complicit” in the slavery trade and
they “made good money.” By the way, slavery continues as way of life in Africa today.
Moreover, blacks are being sold to the highest bidder right now, but blacks are too blind
to see it. Go tell that! My apology, I digress!]

Black women believe Kyle Rittenhouse was unjustly set free, and liken Jussie Smollett
to Emmitt Till, and police are always seeking to arrest/kill their son at 3:00 A.M. Hear
what they say, but again, watch and their “truth” comes out in the way they vote.
Any man NOT under the skirt (or pants) of a woman will be more objective and
demonstrate such in the poll booth. Many of his friends are condemning of those who
leave the plantation (black cancel culture). By the way, blacks have had the cancel
culture long before even when whites were saying, “I may not agree with you, but I will
fight for your right to say it.” That’s never true in the black community. Go watch
YouTube when black conservatives say anything not condoned by the Dems.
You hear almost every week a black attacks/kills an Asian woman. Nary a word from
the black women! Or if Biden/Dems want to put all Asians in a concentration camp,
blacks would just say well it may benefit us and them. Biden opened the borders on
inauguration day to allow for illegal aliens to come and take low income jobs from blacks
and others. Now black women have to work two jobs because her wages are artificially
suppressed because of open borders. Yet, black women continue to vote against their
own interest and the welfare of their families. Black women need to explain how illegal
immigration helps them and their children. They consent to it, as a form of subtle
reparation.
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Biden’s Democrats proposed giving every illegal alien from south of the border, who
was held in detention (while being processed to more comfortable accommodation),
$450,000 for not being free to roam as they please throughout the country. Not one
black women leader stood up to confront this idea and bring up the black reparations
issue. CTS not CRT.
It is natural for women to be relational beings and who can empathize with the less
fortunate, however, without critical thinking skills they are deceived into empathizing
with “punks.” This new intersexuality attitude they have been a benefactor of has
blinded their judgment. They are silent on men desiring to use the same restroom as
small girls, or men taking over sports events meant for female competition, and using
terms which discredit the worth of women (baby carrier or birthing person).
Even “Woman of the Year” recognitions are going to the alphabet crowd and black
women who have been women all their lives have been overlooked for years because
the Democrats sanctions this.

They aren’t upset that they are being put down so

others may be lifted up. Black women are pro- gay, homosexual, transgender, puberty
blockers for 6 year olds. As well, black women are silent on “men can have babies.”
There is no shame for my peeps. They vote for Dems as they implement these laws
and policies. Do NOT listen to what they say in the hallways, watch what primary they
vote in.

The statement Black Lives Matter is a good statement, but in actuality, in the hood, it
has no relevance. Crime should not exist if it really mattered because one would
respect their neighbor, their homes, their property, and their businesses. The unspoken
truth is, Black don’t want to help the police solve a crime, then when the crime is not
solved, they blame the police for not being vigilant in their efforts. (Like making bricks
without straw.) So in fact, black lives don’t matter, and this is contrary to Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s position. If you are a Bum, and get killed by a white police officer, the
Black community will want a street named after you, a monument built on your behalf,
and reparation in the form of rioting liquor stores and Targets and AutoZone to show
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their support. In fact, there are groups who are standing waiting for the next police
shooting in order to restock on supplies for the unemployed, homeless, and other
sympathizers who are looking to make a quick buck. Moreover, since these riots often
take place within the black community, if black people are killed, the black community
will not care about the deaths because they will consider them non-essential to the
cause and accept them as friendly fire. Now contrast the above with a white life that is
killed: Gabby Petito. Once the woman came up "just missing”, the whole nation began
to look to ascertain her whereabouts until she was found. If this was to have happened
to a Sister at the Wal-Mart in the Hood, the black witnesses would say they did not see
anything.

The black man initially resisted this intrusion into the families, but was getting rejected
from both inside the home and from outside. They capitulated for peace sake thinking
that the separation was in the best interests of the families and at the same time trying
to manage these new over-aching benefits while saying they are not in the family. The
black men were less efficient in finding, retaining jobs, and upward promotion as they
were being overlooked for the black women. Then the frustration caused them to make
destructive decisions because they could not keep up with making separation payments
to the families (i.e., child support) and began to devolve into trying to make it via get rich
quick schemes which often were destructible and/or illegal. These spiraled quickly
down into many men being incarcerated and being taken away from their families.
Those that remained free began to take advantage of the singleness of black women
and their innate desire to have a man in their life only to find out these men had more
than one suitor/Boo. Boo’s became the new term for men who are only in a woman's
life for their convenience with no intention of getting married. Men have acquiesced to
allowing women to be leaders in the families because of their lack of supportive means.
But for room and board and comfort, it’s okay if she pays the rent/house note, car note,
has the credit card to use for food at Wal-Mart, drives them around in her car, and has
the last word in familial matters. He has to have permission to drive her car. He may
have to sleep periodically on the couch or back at home with his mother (e.g., Baby Boy
Movie). The plight of the Black American is dim if something is not done immediately.
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This was cited by Dr. George Fraser in an Article in Fortune Magazine - September
2017, blacks are sinking into a “Second Slavery” if we continue in the projection we
are now on (and he hates Trump).
Now as our election nears, let me say that the Democrats will again use the black
Women as before but will not provide them any benefits in return for their votes. Just
like Jeffery Epstein, the Democratic Party, he will reap all the benefits without any
repercussions or retributions back to black women because he is on an island and
knows that he has a captured isolated group who is vulnerable and love him more than
they love their own selves. Black women love Democrats more than they love their own
families. Now comes his Madame, Ghislaine Maxwell, who is his mouthpiece and uses
every contrived means to get the vulnerable to visit his island so she can also take
advantage of the relationship and reap personal benefits as well. My democrat
opponents (candidates) are the Madame’s for the Democratic Party, and will lie,
connive, and cheat to advance the Democratic narrative regardless. They will continue
to cause for the black community to stay in bondage and on the Island of the
Democratic Plantation. How do the Epstein’s (Democratic Party) get the black women to
come and stay on the plantation–slavery? Black women are already primed and just
needs the smallest incentive to go, e.g., Bomb scares at black colleges is enough, firing
a black coach in the NFL is reason, black child arrested for any reason, new lynch law,
anything that give rise to the DNA of slavery and they will pounce. They are off to the
plantation, no matter. IT IS ALL ABOUT FEELINGS AND EXPERIENCES AND NOT
ABOUT FACTS, DATA, or TRUTH. In fact, truth is outdated for black women. She has
an intransigent proclivity toward the Democrat: many justify their position by saying “the
ideologies of the parties switched.” This statement causes my head to explode. Do
NOT listen to what they say in the hallways, watch how they vote in the booth.
Black women see crime in the communities. Mark Zuckerberg is funding District
Attorneys in black cities to relax harsh detainment and penal consequences of
criminals. Again, black women only get upset if a white man spit on the ground in the
“hood”.
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If the black women/Democrats believe climate change initiatives will help the black
community, then they need to say how? Instead of just going along giving tacit approval
despite the burden the black community has to endure.
Now, the Democrats have shot their nuclear option, to add a black woman to the
Supreme Court. Any typical black women appointed by Biden will perpetually have a
left leaning and will vote against God, Christianity, White Man, Business, and any form
of ideology which builds on the traditional structure of the country. If you look at her
voting record, Sotomayor is one step removed from slavery, and her votes are mostly
anti-God and anti-constitution. Hence, a black woman would be off the charts in favoring
anti-Christian, pro-Muslim, pro-queer matters, pro-illegal immigration rights, antibusiness, pro-socialism, pro-government overreach, etc. Moreover, the Democrats now
have set up the bait for black women again to eat, hook, line, and sinker that the
Democrats have their back.

Now black women have succumbed to the Dems canceling their race affiliation and
forcing them into a “worldly” categorical tag of “women of color”. There is no distinction
as they are lumped into a general tag which tears their identity and significance away
from their soul. Thereby, they have no more claims to their particular history and
heritage because everything is about white and color(ed). This further divides our
union, but that is what the Dems do. Vice President Kamala Harris, prime example of
how easy it is to be accepted into black womanhood, ancestors had slaves. That’s not
the point, the POINT is mostly all black people have some white blood from rape or
otherwise, if you just observe our hue. Therefore, blacks and whites are guilty and
responsible to each other for the sins of our fathers (mothers). As a result, no one can
make a claim for reparation because black women have endorsed such due to
accepting their new “women of color” tag and as such made all blacks guilty subject to
the “Clean Hands Doctrine.”

The tempter took the black woman to a very tall skyscraper and showed her the worldly
affluence and their splendor. 9 “All this I will give you,” he said, “if you will bow down and
worship me.” SHE TOOK THE DEAL! The tempter has convinced the black women
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that abortion is good, homosexuality/queerness is still love, taxing the rich is beneficial,
white people are responsible for slavery, crime is defacto reparations, illegal
immigration helps her bottom line and is godly, providing welfare to illegals is moral,
race is more important than education and knowledge, Absolute Truth is what “I” think,
etc.

Summarily, this nation rises and falls on the black women. How black women vote is
how the nation goes because they vote in a block without real deviation. Biden is
president because of black women. His approval numbers would be in the 20’s was it
not for his strong AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN 90+% approval support. However,
her nature does not demand much in return but maybe a “snow cone or a hamburger.”
The fix to help our nation again thrive is to help the black women and until we do our
nation will continue to stubble and meander along a road of uncertainty. But there are
two major groups of Black women. I. First is stupid. How? Bonhoeffer says that
stupidity is something that cannot be reasoned out of a person. An external source will
have to be employed in order to liberate this person who has devolved into an agent of
some powerful demagoguery. She’s emotional, yells, profane, incapable of coherent
thoughts. She codifies and justifies illegalities and simplicity. A stupid person can
easily become evil and demonic. You don’t hear mad white woman, mad Asian woman,
but “Mad Black Woman.” (And without true Christianity, unfortunately, there is some
justification.) They are self righteous and are unable to receive objective facts,
evidence, and absolute TRUTH. They repeat slogans, catch words, and carry symbols
to unite. Bonhoeffer said the ultimate test of a moral society is the kind of world it
leaves to their children. Look at our children; no fathers, immorality, out of (70%)
wedlock babies, Boo’s, bad schools, drugs, crime, no church, riots, Black Lives Matter
(i.e., Marxism, nuclear family bad, Christianity bad, work ethic bad), wedded to slavery,
you know, what else do I need to say. “You can’t fix stupid.” As a strategy to help this
black woman, (1) an external support mechanism will need to do a demonstrable job of
assisting her in order for her to be liberated not by education or intellect but by
osmosis (experience).
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II. The other is the more sophisticated woman, their ideas are from the Jim Crow era,
“the white man ice is colder than the black man’s ice.” She tells a good story. This
woman believes, out of perceived safety, tradition and busyness and all the noise and
symbols, that she will prosper and be better served by Dems. Her time is consumed by
having to alone take care of her family and not get taken advantage of by all the
shysters (friends and family) in her environment. As it is said, “in the absence of correct
information, people make up their own.” In her struggle to survive, she dips into
craziness, “doing the same thing expecting different results.” Black women claim she
does not condone Revolving-door/No bail crime, criminals are the true victims, killing
babies, illegal immigration, queer nation agenda, high gas prices, high taxes, inflation,
shrink-flatiron, closing and Dumbing-down schools, defunding the police, open borders,
etc., but as soon as they get to the polling booth they vote 90+% for the Democratic
party that is causing directly these results. In the Bible (Proverbs 26:11) it is like “the
dog returns to his vomit.”
To counter this, (2) the broader community needs to provide correct information to
counter the ideas and beliefs held by the intellectual black women from “the Dunning
Kruger Effect.” By the way, Thomas Sowell, a Marxist, was asked what made him
denounce Marxism, his answer was, “the facts.” The general society needs to work
together in order to bring minds into comprehensive greater thought patterns of
mainstream American Exceptionalism. The poverty pimps will keep hollering and rebel
rousers will keep swindling the people but the effort has to go forth to “demolish
arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and
we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.” The “workmanship of
building on wood, hay, and stubble has come to light and a drastic reset is upon all of
us.”
So to get the black vote, the Dems go after the black women. Over time, the Dems and
big government have become one. So the black women’s husband is Uncle Sam;
ironically she finds her covering in the government. And the bigger the government the
more secure she feels. When the opposite is true! She may deny it at the water
fountain, but check the voting booth. The counter is to ignore the rage, but with love
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and intentionality demonstrate how much alike we are with the greater society. As we
do, the black women will be able to liberate herself from the chains of the Democratic
plantation, and hence, her family and men.
When you add all these black women’s beliefs and traits together with what they say
publicly compared to the way they vote, it’s like they are demonstrating schizophrenia or
dissociative identity disorder characteristics.
If not done, we are working ourselves into a “second slavery.” Otherwise no significant
life changing matters will affect the black families except, their plight will get worse as
the black families further deteriorate. Consequently, the rescue of the black community
rests with the resurrected black man and not the government or the Democratic Party.
Others can only assist/support these internal proactive methods which the community
sets up for liberation. The community’s first need is to feel safe, and if the community
decides to rid itself of crime then the government will be encouraged to help eradicate it.
Financial-business matters would be addressed as well and community issues. True
educational opportunities shall be expanded and youth will be expected to achieve in an
area of interest so youth will become self-sufficient. Naturally, the Christian Church
community will play a major role in the re-education of the black community and may be
able to encourage whatever plan is agreed to by the citizenry and will be there to disrupt
the negative responses.

THIS WRITING IS AN APPEAL TO ALL COMMUNITIES AT LARGE (I.E., WHITE,
HISPANICS-LATANX, ASIAN-ORIENTALS, OTHERS), WHO STILL BELIEVE IN GOD
AND FAMILY THAT GOD IS TRUE AND EVERY MAN A LIAR. HELP SET THE
RECORD STRAIGHT BY JOINING ME AND VOTING FOR ME AS I WILL DO HIS
WILL AND NOT BE DISTRACTED BY THE WINDS AND SOUNDS OF CRAZINESS
WHICH DO NOT BLESS OUR CHILDREN IN THE FUTURE. YOUR VOTE IS
NEEDED TO SHAKE TO BLACK WOMEN OUT OF THEIR DEGENERATING
RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION IDENTIFIED BY DUNNING AND KRUGER. IF SHE
COULD DO IT HERSELF SHE WOULD HAVE.

HOMELESS PEOPLE DON’T

RECOGNIZE THEIR ERROR, ONE WHO IS INSANE THINKS EVERYONE ELSE IS
WRONG, THE BLACK WOMEN’S EXPERIENCES BLINDS HER TO HER OWN
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WELFARE AND THE WELFARE OF HER CHILDREN. IT CAN ONLY BE OVERCOME
WITH LOVE AND DEMONSTRABLE ACTIONS. IT FIRST STARTS WITH YOUR
VOTE FOR J. FRANK HARRIS FOR CONGRESS, DOING WHAT IS RIGHT, AND
LEAVING THE RESULTS TO GOD. Amen!
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